
East-meets-West Centre 
for International 
Cultural Exchange

National Development Strategy

•		“Strengthen	 cultural	 exchange	 with	 foreign	

countries…”	(Section	3,	Chapter	35)

•		“…actively	 develop	 foreign	 cultural	 trade,	 open	

up	overseas	cultural	markets…”	

	 (Section	1,	Chapter	36)

Central Government’s Support for Hong Kong

•		“…support	Hong	Kong	 to	 develop	 into	 an	 East-

meets-West	 centre	 for	 international	 cultural	

exchange…”	(Section	1,	Chapter	61)

•		As	a	melting	pot	of	Chinese	and	Western	cultures	

and	 with	 extensive	 international	 connections,	

Hong	 Kong	 has	 brought	 together	 local	 and	

foreign	 talents	 to	 promote	 cultural	 exchange	

between	East	and	West.

•		Bring	 modern	 art	 to	 Hong	 Kong	 and	 Chinese	

culture	 to	 the	 world,	 enabling	 Hong	 Kong	 to	

develop	 into	a	hub	 to	 showcase	Chinese	arts	 and	

culture	 and	 display	 the	 soft	 power	 of	 Chinese	

culture	to	the	world.

Extracts from
the National 14th Five-Year Plan

Hong Kong’s Strengths



Trey LEE Chui-yeeI n t e r n a t i o n a l l y  r e n o w n e d  c e l l i s t

Cultural Exchange
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“I hope Hong Kong will become the Berlin of Asia, imbued 

with culture and with unlimited opportunities for creative 

output and ideas, encouraging young people to go after their 

dreams.”

These are the words of Mr Trey Lee Chui-yee, a Hong 

Kong-born cellist who has been based in the German capital in 

recent years, and who has high hopes for Hong Kong to 

become Asia’s cultural and creative hub. As an internationally 

acclaimed musician who travels the globe performing at world-

renowned venues, Mr Lee is keenly aware of the crucial role 

venue facilit ies and performance opportunities play in 

propelling cultural development and exchange. “Alongside a 

good teacher and countless hours of practice, the opportunity 

to perform is essential in nurturing a musician,” Mr Lee says 

from the lawn at the West Kowloon Cultural District (WKCD) – 

the home of a potential solution to the venue challenge.

“Be i t music or v isual ar ts, dance or drama, the 

development of arts and culture requires infrastructural 

support,” he says. Mr Lee finds it encouraging that the Hong 

Kong Government has been proactively promoting the 

development of arts and culture and he is excited for their 

future prospects in the city. “I have come to visit the WKCD 

while looking for performance venues in Hong Kong, and I love 

the environment here. With such world-class facilities in place, 

it not only helps attract top-notch musicians from around the 

world to perform here, but also offers more opportunities for 

local artists to showcase their talents. I am totally optimistic 

about the arts and cultural development of Hong Kong.”

As a cultural melting pot of East and West with extensive 

international connections, Hong Kong has long been a world 

hub for cultural exchange between local and foreign talent. The 

National 14th Five-Year Plan expressly supports the new 

position of Hong Kong as an East-meets-West centre for 

international cultural exchange. Mr Lee believes Hong Kong is 

in a unique position to facilitate a better global understanding 

of the Mainland and Hong Kong. As a co-founder of Musicus 

Society, Mr Lee devotes himself to promoting music through 

cultural exchange, including cross-cultural collaborations 

between local and overseas musicians and commissioning 

new music with themes inspired by Chinese culture. Examples 

include his rearrangement of Wang Li-ping’s The Dream of the 

Red Chamber and commissioning distinguished composer 

Bright Sheng to create The Blazing Mirage, a concerto that tells 

the legend of the Dunhuang Caves, an ancient site of cultural 

and religious importance on the old Silk Road.

Music: a universal language that knows no bounds 
and a catalyst in promoting 

cultural exchange
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“I performed overseas my own arrangement of The Dream 

of the Red Chamber, a work which many audiences had never 

heard before. Often following my performances in the US and 

Europe, audiences were so moved by the music that they 

became interested in this classical Chinese epic. Apart from 

this musical exchange with the audience, it is always satisfying 

to introduce them to Chinese culture and take them on a 

complete journey of artistic and cultural experience.”

Mr Lee has never forgotten where he started, being 

determined to foster cultural exchange between East and West 

through music. He firmly believes that it cannot be achieved 

overnight but takes shape bit by bit. “I think Hong Kong is 

ideally placed to bridge Chinese and Western cultures. Along 

the streets, we can see many cultural relics and monuments 

with strong oriental or western characteristics, serving as 

testimony to these diverse influences.” With its unique historical 

background and enviable geographic position, Hong Kong has 

long been an ideal gateway to Mainland China, Mr Lee says, 

adding that through its biliterate and trilingual population, Hong 

Kong is internationally recognised as a diverse and open 

centre of f inance and commerce. However, f rom his 

perspective, Hong Kong is not only an excellent place to do 

business, but also a city of cultural confluence. “Hong Kong is 

a very vibrant city, and the enthusiasm and vigour of the people 

always energise and inspire me. Many visiting international 

artists are always amazed by the city’s creativity which makes 

everything possible.”

If Hong Kong is to become a cultural oasis that connects 

and exchanges with the world, it is necessary to nurture talents 

and provide them with opportunities to “go global”. Years ago, 

when Mr Lee was studying music in the US and Europe, he 

noticed that governments and organisations there provided 

immense support to young musicians. In addition to local 

performances, many were given opportunities to perform at 

various concert halls around the globe. Mr Lee finds it 

important to collaborate on stage with world-class maestros 

and renowned orchestras in order to broaden horizons and 

learn from the masters. “One can’t keep performing in the same 

place and for the same audience. Performers must go abroad 

to experience the unique characteristics of different places and 

their audiences.

“Athletes can only excel by competing against the best 

from around the world and it is the same for musicians. 

Through collaboration, they can acquire new skills, observe the 

strengths of others and learn from each other’s experiences. 

These cannot be taught in lessons or self-practice.” For young 

musicians, it is a true test to perform for an unfamiliar audience 

or with different orchestras and artists, but as such experiences 

accumulate, they will get to enhance not only their musical 

knowledge and skills, but also mutual understanding and 

f r iendship. “Cul tural exchange is, at the same t ime, 

interpersonal exchange,” he says.

Mr Lee believes that the Government can make good use 

of its connections with overseas arts and cultural organisations 

to develop Hong Kong into an East-meets-West centre for 

international cultural exchange. “Taking many European 

countries as examples, their cultural departments have long-

standing overseas collaborations with frequent musical 

exchanges.” If the Government can establish cross-cultural 

networks to facilitate deeper and more frequent exchanges, 

emerging local talents will have more opportunities to perform 

overseas and gain international exposure, he adds.

Mr Lee (left) poses for a group photo with the other art ists 
performing for the UNICEF's "The #IMAGINE project".

With more publicity and exchanges, Mr Lee hopes foreigners will 
understand that Hong Kong is not only an excellent place to do 
business, but also a city with vibrant arts and cultural development.

M r  L e e  ( f r o n t  r o w ,  l e f t ) 
performed as a soloist with the 
Ne the r l ands Ph i l ha rmon ic 
Orchestra at the world-renowned 
R o y a l  C o n c e r t g e b o u w i n 
Amsterdam.

Post and Title 
‧ Internationally renowned cellist
‧ Co-founder and Artistic Director, 
 Musicus Society 

Honours
‧ The first Asian winner of International Antonio 
 Janigro Cello Competition (2004)
‧ Hailed as "a marvelous protagonist…a superb 
 cellist" by the late Lorin Maazel
‧ Hailed as "the excellent cellist…with 
 enveloping richness and lyrical sensitivity" 
 by the New York Times

Education Background 
‧ The Juilliard School Pre-College Division, 
 graduate with Highest Distinction
‧ Bachelor of Economics, Harvard University, 
 USA
‧ Master of Performance, New England 
 Conservatory, USA
‧ Konzertexamen, Hochschule für Musik Köln, 
 Germany
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The Government has provided subsidies to over 
670 art groups or artists to perform overseas since 
2017. Mr Lee th inks i t  i s conduc ive to the 
development of arts.

“The role of the government is 

certainly important, but community 

support is also needed in cultivating 

talents and creating a rich cultural 

atmosphere in our society. Private 

organisations in Europe have been 

generous in suppor t ing cul tura l 

exchanges and some even provide 

grants of tens of mil l ions of dol lars to buy expensive 

instruments for musicians to borrow.” On private sector 

participation, Mr Lee and his sister, together with a group of 

enthusiastic individuals, founded the Musicus Society to 

promote music and collaborative exchange, and nurturing the 

next generation of musical ambassadors from Hong Kong. This 

illustrates the importance of the voluntary participation and 

involvement of private organisations in the promotion of cultural 

development.

Born into a musical family, Mr Lee nevertheless chose to 

study economics at Harvard University, and came to realise his 

deep love for music only some time later. He urges young 

people to be courageous in pursuing their dreams. “When I 

decided to quit my job as a management consultant and start 

over my studies at a music conservatory, my parents were 

worried that it would be hard for a musician to make ends meet, 

but I was confident of my abilities. Fortunately, many young 

musicians nowadays have their parents’ full support to develop 

their interests and pursue their musical dreams. We will surely 

see more and more musical talents emerge in the future.”

When asked whether Chinese 

music is receiving relatively less 

attention since many of the talented 

musicians in Hong Kong choose to 

learn Western instruments, Mr Lee 

disagrees. “The Hong Kong Chinese 

Orchestra is world-famous, and I have 

had extensive collaborations with 

them. Our performances in the US were very well-received.” Mr 

Lee picked the yangqin when asked which Chinese musical 

instrument he would like to learn. “I have learnt to play the 

piano and the yangqin shares the same origin. It produces a 

range o f r ich t imbres and a l lows bo th me lody and 

accompaniment to be played, which is something I quite like 

about it.”

Mr Lee spent his childhood studying in the US. He then 

went to Europe to further his studies and spent years travelling 

around for competitions and performances. Despite the 

influence of foreign cultures, he has never forgotten his roots 

and spares no effort in fostering Chinese and Western cross-

cultural exchanges. Holding a cello bow, he plays music that 

combines Eastern and Western elements – a mission bestowed 

on Mr Lee by his background. “The world needs a common 

language to enhance mutual understanding and collaboration,” 

Mr Lee says and he believes that music is that universal 

language that knows no bounds and can be a catalyst in the 

promotion of cultural exchange.

Mr Lee (r ight) leads Hong Kong young 
music ians to par t ic ipate in the Kuhmo 
Chamber Music Festival in Finland and 
exchange with overseas musicians.
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“With such world-class facilities in place, it not only helps attract top-notch musicians 
from around the world to perform here, but also offers more opportunities for local 
artists to showcase their talents. I am totally optimistic about the arts and cultural 
development of Hong Kong.”



Cultural soft power is a vital part of a country’s overall 

strength. To further enhance the attractiveness of 

traditional culture and promote culture overseas, Cantonese 

opera, as the quintessence of Chinese culture, plays a pivotal 

role as it can tell the story of China. “Cantonese opera can best 

depict the wisdom of Chinese culture. Many of the stories and 

allusions behind them embody traditional Chinese thinking and 

values, and it is very much a microcosm of Chinese culture,” 

says Mr Lan Tien-you, a young Cantonese opera performer who 

started learning the art at the age of nine. Mr Lan believes that 

Hong Kong can help promote Cantonese opera culture in the 

international arena and become a centre for international 

cultural exchange and co-operation between China and the 

world.

Mr Lan says that Cantonese opera has a rich heritage and 

is the best vehicle for promoting Chinese culture. “Cantonese 

opera is a profound and sophisticated art, rich in the mode of 

performance. It emphasises ‘four skills and five methods’. The 

skills are ‘singing, recital, acting and martial arts’, and the 

methods are the performing techniques that use ‘hands, eyes, 

body gestures, steps and underlying rules’. Each of them sums 

up an intellectual discipline that can take a lifetime to learn 

thoroughly.” He points out that Cantonese opera scripts, which 

are mostly written with historical stories and characters in mind, 

are full of literary flavour. Exposure to Cantonese opera helps 

enhance not only cultural literacy but also the understanding of 

Chinese culture.

The promotion of Cantonese opera is conducive to the 

development of cultural soft power, and as traditional culture 

becomes increasingly influential, it will in turn help Cantonese 

opera “go global”. The two complement each other. “When a 

nation is strong, its traditional culture will naturally receive 

greater attention overseas. Cantonese opera is one of the most 

representative art forms in Hong Kong. For overseas visitors 

who would like to know more about Hong Kong or Chinese 

culture, enjoying a Cantonese opera performance with local 

characteristics is a great choice. Similarly, whenever I travel 

abroad, I am keen to watch theatre performances in order to 

learn about the local culture.”

The National 14th Five-Year Plan puts forward the 

development strategy of stepping up external cultural 

exchanges and expressly supports developing Hong Kong into 

an East-meets-West centre for international cultural exchange. 

“Hong Kong has long been a melting pot of East and West 

cultures, bringing together their distinctive essence in respect of 

dining, arts and culture,” Mr Lan says. “Take the musical 

arrangement of Cantonese opera as an example. The 

conductor, also known as a ‘music leader’ in our circles, plays 

not only traditional Chinese instruments but the violin as well in 

leading the ensemble. Other Western instruments such as the 

cello and saxophone can also be played as accompaniment. 

This proves that Cantonese opera, and the city itself, are both 

very accommodating of foreign cultures, and the audience is 

very receptive too. The freedom of artistic creation in Hong 

Kong, together with other factors, makes Hong Kong an ideal 

place for cultural exchange and collaboration between the East 

and the West.”

the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China
th Anniversary of the Establishment of 

Promoting the art of Cantonese opera and 
cultivating a new generation of audience to enhance 

the soft power of Chinese culture

LAN Tien-youFounder
Nan Art Workshop

Cultural Exchange
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“We can make Cantonese opera a brand for arts and 

cultural exchange between China and overseas as it is one of 

the most authentic local arts to foreigners,” Mr Lan says. “There 

are operas and symphonies overseas, but not Cantonese 

opera, which is a unique art form in Guangdong, Hong Kong 

and Macao. In order to promote Chinese culture to the world 

and foster arts and cultural exchange, Cantonese opera is the 

right choice.”

Mr Lan, born in Enping, Guangdong and now aged 37, 

learnt the art of Cantonese Opera in Guangzhou when he was 

young, acquiring a solid grasp of the basics. He graduated from 

the Guangdong Cantonese Opera School and the Hong Kong 

Academy for Performing Arts. Later, he further advanced his 

skills under the teaching of acclaimed Cantonese opera master 

Lam Ka-sing. Mr Lan, originally named Lan Lianqin, and his wife 

are both Cantonese opera artistes. They performed together 

from time to time and established the Nan Art Workshop in 

2011. They also formed the Cantonese opera troupes Chung 

Sin Sing, Tin Ngai Wang and Hi Tin Sing and performed several 

new play scripts, including The Dark Arrow (An Jian Ji) and Lost 

in the Sea of Blood (Xue Hai Mi Hang). Their performances were 

well-received by the audience.

Many people think that the art of Cantonese opera can 

hardly be passed on because the audience tends to be elderly, 

but Mr Lan thinks otherwise. “I had the same doubts when I was 

young. The audiences were mostly elderly people and still a 

young performer, I was worried that there would be fewer and 

fewer of them after a decade or two. But then some Cantonese 

opera veterans in their sixties and seventies told me that when 

they were performing in their teens, the audiences were also 

mostly elderly people. So there are always new audiences from 

generation to generation. After all, the art of Cantonese opera 

requires a certain level of literacy of the audience. Children and 

young people may find it hard to fully understand the historical 

stories, idioms or allusions in the operas. It isn’t until people 

have more life experience that they can comprehend the 

underlying meanings and become fond of Cantonese opera,” 

Mr Lan says.

He is keen on nurturing a new generation of audience for 

Cantonese opera. He and his wife have visited nearly 100 

primary and secondary schools, performing Cantonese opera 

excerpts for students. He says that many students were 

surprised because they did not expect Cantonese opera 

performers to be so young, and they kept asking him why he 

pursued a career in Cantonese opera. “We shared with them the 

interesting elements and attractions of Cantonese opera. The 

students watched our performances attentively and raised 

questions on areas that they did not quite understand. Through 

these promotional activities, I found that it is not that young 

people do not like Cantonese opera, it is just that they have a 

wrong impression that Cantonese opera is meant for the elderly 

so they distance themselves from it. This is precisely why we 

have to strengthen our exchange with young people so that they 

will become more receptive to it,” he says.

Mr Lan and his wife set up a channel on a social media 

platform in 2020 to expand and keep in touch with the audience 

base through regular live broadcasts. In addition to discussions 

on Cantonese opera, there are ad hoc performances as well. He 

says: “The channel has been established for over a year and we 

have produced nearly 80 episodes non-stop. The good thing 

about webcasting is that we get to communicate and interact 

with the audience in real time.”

Mr Lan says that the Government has stepped up support for the Cantonese 
opera industry in recent years by providing more well-equipped performance 
venues, including the Xiqu Centre in the West Kowloon Cultural District.

Mr Lan hopes that the Government, the Cantonese opera sector and 
other aspiring individuals can work together to encourage more young 
people to join the industry.

Mr Lan (left) frequently performs 
with his wife Cheng Nga-ki.

Cultural Exchange
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Post and Title 
‧ Founder, Nan Art Workshop 

Cantonese opera troupes formed
‧ Chung Sin Sing Cantonese opera troupe
‧ Tin Ngai Wang Cantonese opera troupe
‧ Hi Tin Sing Cantonese opera troupe

Honours
‧ Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts 
 Jockey Club Scholarship (2003-2007)
‧ Performed in Cantonese operas The Gilded 
 Fan and Wu Song the Tiger Killer  at the 42nd 
 Hong Kong Arts Festival, and hailed as the new 
 star for playing a key male role in Cantonese 
 operas involving romance and martial arts

Education Background 
‧ Guangdong Cantonese Opera School
‧ Advanced Diploma in Cantonese Opera, 
 Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts



Mr Lan says the webcasts have 

been very popular and attracted lots of 

v i e w e r s b o t h l o c a l l y a n d f ro m 

overseas, including the UK, the US, 

Canada, Venezuela and Peru. He 

says: “I am impressed by one of the 

viewers who is a twenty-something 

Amer ican. Our programmes are 

broadcast live every Saturday at 8.30pm Hong Kong time, 

which is 4.30am on the west coast. He sets his alarm clock and 

wakes up to watch our live programme before going to work. I 

am very touched to see that even young foreigners are so 

interested in Cantonese opera and willing to spend time 

learning about it.” The unfailing support of this young American 

is a clear recognition of the couple’s effort in promoting arts and 

cultural exchange.

Cantonese opera was inscribed onto the Representative 

List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity by the 

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 

(UNESCO) in 2009 upon the jo int appl icat ion by the 

governments of Guangdong, Hong Kong and Macao through 

the Central People’s Government. This is also the first World 

Intangible Cultural Heritage for Hong Kong. The Government 

has always attached great importance to the promotion of 

Cantonese opera and is endeavoured to provide venues of 

various sizes to meet the development 

needs. These venues include the Xiqu 

Centre in the West Kowloon Cultural 

District, Ko Shan Theatre and its new 

wing, as well as Yau Ma Tei Theatre, a 

d e d i c a t e d v e n u e f o r  b u d d i n g 

Cantonese opera performers. Mr Lan 

believes that these additional venues 

will create more performance opportunities for the industry and 

will help attract young talents.

The annual Chinese Opera Festival in the city is an 

important occasion to showcase the art of Chinese opera and 

introduce various types of traditional Chinese operas, also 

known as Xiqu, including Cantonese opera to opera lovers. Mr 

Lan agrees that Cantonese opera can be developed into a 

“boutique” art form. He says: “On the performing stage, the 

music, setting, actors and actresses, costumes and scripts 

have to be perfect. We must strive to present the best to our 

audience, just like the flawless large-scale productions 

overseas. Of course, it takes endless rehearsals, dedication and 

input from all those onstage and backstage, and constant 

collaboration, to achieve perfection.” He hopes that the 

audiences can experience the delicacy of Cantonese opera 

performances and work together to promote Chinese culture.

Mr Lan is well-known for his excellent movements 
and gestures in martial arts.

Mr Lan (right) is a student of acclaimed 
Cantonese opera master Lam Ka-sing.

Cultural Exchange
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“ In order to promote Chinese culture to the world and foster arts and cultural 
exchange, Cantonese opera is the right choice.”




